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Abstract: The idea of an organized mode of brain function that is present as default state and suspended
during goal-directed behaviors has recently gained much interest in the study of human brain function.
The default mode hypothesis is based on the repeated observation that certain brain areas show task-
induced deactivations across a wide range of cognitive tasks. In this event-related functional resonance
imaging study we tested the default mode hypothesis by comparing common and selective patterns of
BOLD deactivation in response to the demands on visual attention and working memory (WM) that
were independently modulated within one task. The results revealed task-induced deactivations within
regions of the default mode network (DMN) with a segregation of areas that were additively deacti-
vated by an increase in the demands on both attention and WM, and areas that were selectively deacti-
vated by either high attentional demand or WM load. Attention-selective deactivations appeared in the
left ventrolateral and medial prefrontal cortex and the left lateral temporal cortex. Conversely, WM-
selective deactivations were found predominantly in the right hemisphere including the medial-parietal,
the lateral temporo-parietal, and the medial prefrontal cortex. Moreover, during WM encoding deacti-
vated regions showed task-specific functional connectivity. These findings demonstrate that task-
induced deactivations within parts of the DMN depend on the specific characteristics of the attention
and WM components of the task. The DMN can thus be subdivided into a set of brain regions that deac-
tivate indiscriminately in response to cognitive demand (‘‘the core DMN’’) and a part whose deactiva-
tion depends on the specific task. Hum Brain Mapp 31:126–139, 2010. VC 2009 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

The functional significance of the ‘‘default mode’’ of
brain activity [Gusnard and Raichle, 2001; Raichle et al.,
2001] and the neural processes involved in its deactivation
during cognitive tasks are central topics in the study of
human brain function [Bar et al., 2007; Mason et al., 2007;
McKiernan et al., 2006]. The default mode network (DMN)
has been identified as a set of brain regions that typically
have higher signal levels at rest or a cognitively simple
baseline task compared to a more demanding experimen-
tal task. In the standard analysis of functional imaging
data that is based on signal changes compared to a base-
line, these regions would thus show a task-induced deacti-
vation. The DMN typically comprises regions in the
medial prefrontal cortex (PFC) [ventromedial PFC, anterior
cingulate cortex (ACC)], the medial parietal cortex [poste-
rior cingulate cortex (PCC), precuneus, retrosplenial cor-
tex], and lateral temporo-parietal cortex [supramarginal
gyrus (SMG), angular gyrus, superior temporal sulcus].
These regions have consistently shown task-induced deac-
tivations across participants and across a wide variety of
cognitive tasks (e.g., attention, memory, language process-
ing, and motor tasks) [Binder et al., 1999; Mazoyer et al.,
2001; Shulman et al., 1997]. This suggests that task-induced
deactivations are independent of the characteristics of the
task. Moreover, task-induced deactivations are related to
task-demands. Increasing working memory (WM) load or
the demands on visual attention for target detection leads
to an increase in blood oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD)
deactivation [McKiernan et al., 2003, 2006; Todd et al.,
2005; Tomasi et al., 2007]. This finding has led to the
assumption that default activity is an inverse function of
cognitive demand, where higher demands reduce activity
in the default regions because the mental resources used
for various internal processes are suspended to accommo-
date task-related processing [Gusnard and Raichle, 2001;
McKiernan et al., 2003, 2006; Raichle et al., 2001].

Although the default mode theory has recently gained
much interest, caution should be used in interpreting task-
induced deactivations in terms of the disengagement of
specific cognitive processes. The relationship between neu-
ronal activity and the negative BOLD response, which
depends on the complex interplay between hemodynamics
and metabolism, is still unclear. Support for a neuronal
[Shmuel et al., 2006] rather than hemodynamic origin
[Harel et al., 2002] for the negative BOLD response has
been demonstrated. However, a sustained negative BOLD
signal does not necessarily imply decreased neuronal ac-
tivity but in some circumstances can also result from
increased neuronal activity [Schridde et al., 2008].

Recent functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
studies on WM and attention that successfully exploit the
effects of BOLD deactivation on behavioral performance
have challenged the default mode theory as well [Hamp-
son et al., 2006; Shulman et al., 2003, 2007]. For instance,
when subjects monitored a stream of distracter objects for

a target, the BOLD deactivation preceding the target in the
right temporal-parietal junction was found to be stronger
on trials in which the target was detected than missed.
This finding has been interpreted in terms of filtering of
distracting information rather than the disengagement of
task-independent processes [Shulman et al., 2007]. Assess-
ing functional connectivity between cortical regions at rest
has become a prominent approach in the study of the
DMN. Hampson et al. [2006] studied functional connectiv-
ity between nodes in the DMN at rest and during the per-
formance of a WM task. Consistent with previous studies
[Fox et al., 2005; Greicius et al., 2003], they demonstrated
that the PCC and portions of the medial frontal gyrus and
ventral ACC were functionally connected at rest. However,
in contradiction to the default mode theory, functional
connectivity between the two regions was also found dur-
ing a verbal WM task and positively correlated with WM
performance. Taken together, these findings suggest that
deactivations in some default mode regions during WM
and attention tasks depend on the characteristics of the
task and have functional significance for the performance
of specific tasks.

The present fMRI study aimed at testing the default
mode theory by comparing common and selective patterns
of BOLD deactivation in response to the demands on vis-
ual attention and WM. The task combined visual search
and delayed discrimination of complex objects and the
demands on selective attention and WM encoding were
modulated independently [Mayer et al., 2007a,b]. On each
trial participants were presented with a search array and
performed easy visual search (ES, ¼ low attentional
demand) or difficult visual search (DS, ¼ high attentional
demand) to encode one (WM Load 1) or three (WM Load
3) complex objects into WM (see Fig. 1). This design
allowed direct testing for common and differential effects
of visual attention and WM that were not confounded by
the differences in sensory stimulation, scanning parame-
ters, and subject sample that complicate comparisons
across experiments. The common and differential effects of
visual attention and WM encoding were investigated in
terms of task-induced deactivation and brain connectivity.

According to the default mode theory we predicted
decreasing BOLD signal as a function of task demand in a
highly similar set of regions for both the attention and
WM components of the task. In these overlap areas we
expected an additive increase in BOLD deactivation as a
consequence of an increase in the demand on WM and
visual search difficulty. The default mode theory would
also predict that during execution of the task regions of
deactivation should not show task-specific functional con-
nectivity because their decreased engagement would be
task-independent.

In contrast, if an increase in the demands on selective
attention and WM encoding resulted in increased BOLD
deactivation at different cortical sites, it would suggest
that decreases in BOLD activity are dependent on the
characteristics of each task component. This would be
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inconsistent with a model of suppression of a common
network under increasing cognitive demand. In this case
we would also expect functional connectivity between
regions of deactivation during task execution with spa-
tially segregated patterns for visual attention and WM.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The current analysis was based on data from a previ-
ously published experiment [Mayer et al., 2007b].

Subjects

About 18 healthy participants (9 females, mean age 28.2
� 6.6, range: 20–44), who reported normal or corrected-to-
normal visual acuity, normal color vision, and no history
of neurological or psychiatric illness, participated. The
study was approved by the local ethics committee. All par-
ticipants gave written informed consent.

Stimuli, Task, and Procedure

Each participant was presented with a search array and
performed easy or difficult visual search to encode one or

three complex objects into WM. The display in the study
phase consisted of nine different grey geometric shapes
(each spanning �1.1� � 1.1� of visual angle), arranged in a
3 � 3 matrix, and presented in the center of the screen
and on a black background. The shapes were selected at
random without replacement from a set of 12 shapes and
each was oriented randomly in one of the four possible
directions, having to discriminate, in total, between 48 dif-
ferent objects. In the center of each shape we placed a
small L-shaped item (0.3� � 0.3�). The Ls appeared in one
of four different orientations (0�, 90�, 180�, and 270�, clock-
wise) and were colored either blue or red. Each 30-s trial
began with the presentation of the search array for 8 s.
Participants needed to memorize only the objects marked
with an L in 90� orientation (target items). The objects
associated with Ls of other orientations could be ignored
(distractor items). In the easy search condition target L’s
always appeared in blue and distractors in red. Distractor
L’s were always oriented 270�. In the difficult search con-
dition each target and distractor was assigned randomly
either blue or red color. In this condition, the distractor
items could take any of the remaining three orientations
(0�, 180�, and 270�). The search array contained either one
or three targets (WM Load 1 and 3). After an 8-s delay
interval, a probe that consisted of a single object appeared

Figure 1.

Stimuli and trial design. Participants were presented with a

search array and asked to memorize only the objects marked

with a target item. The targets were either easy to discriminate

from the distractors (‘‘easy search’’) or not (‘‘difficult search’’).

WM load was manipulated by changing the number of targets

(Load 1, left array; Load 3, right array). The search array was

presented for 8 s and the analysis focused on the late encoding

predictor (green bar, grey: additional predictors). ITI: intertrial

interval.
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for 2 s at the center position of the array. Participants
responded with a left- or right-hand button press to indi-
cate whether the probe did or did not match in the form
and orientation one of the memorized objects. Half of the
trials were matches. The intertrial interval lasted 12 s.
Each fMRI run (four runs per session) included six itera-
tions of each of the four trial types (Load 1/ES; Load 3/
ES; Load 1/DS; Load 3/DS). We presented easy and diffi-
cult search conditions in separate blocks of six trials (two
blocks for each condition per run) in a pseudo-randomized
order across runs. WM load conditions were fully random-
ized within each block.

Image Acquisition and Analysis

Anatomical three-dimensional T1-weighted images and
functional images were acquired on a 3 T Magnetom Trio
scanner (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany)
equipped with a standard head coil. Functional images
were collected using 34 slices (3 mm thickness with 3.4 �
3.4 mm2 in-plane resolution) covering the whole brain
with a BOLD-sensitive echo-planar imaging sequence (rep-
etition time ¼ 2 s, echo time ¼ 30 ms, flip angle ¼ 80�; ma-
trix ¼ 64 � 64; duration of each run ¼ 780 s).

Image analyses were performed with Brainvoyager QX,
version 1.4.9 (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, The Nether-
lands). Data preprocessing included slice scan time correc-
tion with the first scan time within a volume used as a
reference for alignment by sinc interpolation, three-dimen-
sional motion correction, spatial smoothing with an 8-mm
Gaussian kernel (full width at half-maximum), temporal
high pass filtering with a cut-off of 260 s to remove low-
frequency nonlinear drifts of three or fewer cycles per
time course, and linear trend removal. Talairach transfor-
mation was performed for the complete set of functional
data of each participant, yielding a 4-D data representation
(volume time course: 3 � space, 1 � time). A multisubject
statistical analysis was performed by multiple linear
regression of the BOLD response time course in each
voxel. The general linear model of the experiment was
computed for 72 z-normalized volume time courses (18
participants � 4 runs). For each of the four experimental
conditions, five task phases were defined representing
early encoding (0–4 s) and late encoding (4–8 s), early
delay (8–12 s), late delay (12–16 s), and retrieval (16–18 s).
The different task phases were modeled by predictors of
2-s duration to avoid contamination by variance in the
fMRI signal attributable to neural activity that occurred in
the preceding or subsequent task phases [Zarahn et al.,
1997]. The signal values during these phases were consid-
ered the effects of interest. The corresponding predictors
were obtained by convolution of an ideal box-car response
with a gamma function model of the hemodynamic
response [Friston et al., 1998]. All error trials were col-
lapsed on a separate predictor. Activation during the inter-
trial interval (12 s) served as experimental baseline. In

addition, we computed two models that coded each exper-
imental condition across the whole encoding phase (0–8 s
after stimulus onset). One model also included separate
predictors for the delay and retrieval phases as introduced
above (Model no. 1) whereas the other model only
included the encoding predictor (Model no. 2). A further
model was included that coded each experimental condi-
tion across the whole trial (0–18 s after stimulus onset)
(Model no. 3) (see Supporting Information Fig. 1A).

The 3D group statistical maps were generated by associ-
ating each voxel with the F-value corresponding to the
specific set of predictors and calculated on the basis of the
least mean squares solution of the general linear model
with a random-effects model. The obtained beta weights
of each predictor served as input for the second-level
whole-brain random-effects analysis including a 2 � 2 fac-
torial design (Factor 1: attention, Level 1: ES, Level 2: DS;
Factor 2: WM load, Level 1: Load 1, Level 2: Load 3). Main
and interaction effects were tested based on F-statistics. To
compare activations and deactivations between experimen-
tal conditions within one task phase, linear contrasts were
performed using t-statistics.

Deactivations were first analyzed across experimental
conditions by contrasting BOLD activity during the late
encoding phase (ES1/late encoding þ ES3/late encoding
þ DS1/late encoding þ DS3/late encoding) against base-
line activity. We then tested whether these deactivations
were modulated by the demands on attention and/or WM
load in the following way: first, three separate masks were
defined based on the group statistical maps that reflected
a significant main effect of attentional demand, WM load,
and the interaction between the two factors, thus including
both regions of activations and deactivations. Second, the
GLM was calculated separately for each mask. The design
matrix was the same as for the whole brain analysis, but
the GLM was restricted to the voxels of the functionally
defined masks. Significant decreases from baseline were
then extracted by contrasting BOLD activity during the
late encoding phase (ES1/late encoding þ ES3/late encod-
ing þ DS1/late encoding þ DS3/late encoding) against
baseline activity. Multisubject statistical maps were thresh-
olded at q < 0.05, corrected for false discovery rate [Geno-
vese et al., 2002] and visualized on a surface
reconstruction of the MNI template brain (courtesy of the
Montreal Neurological Institute).

FMRI time courses were shown for selected ROIs where
the effects of WM load and attentional demand appeared
most prominently. The ROIs were functionally defined
based on the multisubject statistical volume maps. Starting
from the voxel showing peak activation in the multisubject
map, a cuboid with a total volume of 216 mm3 each was
marked. Representative time courses for each experimental
condition were obtained by averaging the percent signal
changes of the individual voxels within the obtained vol-
ume across all participants and repetitions.

Additionally, the specificity of regional differences in
deactivation was tested (i) within those regions that
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showed a significant effect of WM load, attentional
demand, or both in the present task and (ii) within regions
of the DMN as described previously [Shulman et al.,
1997]. The coordinates from Table I and the study of Shul-
man et al. [1997] were chosen to define the centers of ROIs
that comprised a cuboid with a total volume of 216 mm3

each. The contrast DS1/late encoding—ES3/late encoding
was calculated within these ROIs. This contrast allowed us
to identify regions where activation in response to high
attentional demand was stronger than activation related to
high WM load and vice versa which would be taken as
evidence for differential deactivation associated with WM
load or attentional demand.

Granger causality mapping (GCM) [Goebel et al., 2003;
Roebroeck et al., 2005] was applied to investigate func-
tional connectivity between regions of task-induced deac-
tivation. The basic idea of this method is to use temporal
information in stochastic time series of a brain region
(X[t]) to predict signal time courses in other brain regions
(Y[t]). According to this method instantaneous influence
(nondirected correlation) between X and Y is said to exist
when values X[t] improve predictions of contemporane-
ous values Y[t] (or vice versa) taking into account the pre-
dictive value of past values of those same regional time
series. Vector autoregressive modeling can be used to
apply this definition to fMRI time-series [Roebroeck et al.,
2005]. GCMs with an autoregression order of 1 were com-
puted from signal time courses to estimate the instantane-
ous influence between the voxels of selected ROIs (left
superior frontal gyrus [SFG] and right SMG) and all other
voxels in the scanned volume. As our primary interest
was on the encoding phase the signal time courses
included only the first 6 volumes of each trial. The ROIs
were functionally defined based on the multisubject GLM.
Peak activation for the attention and WM contrasts
defined the centers of two ROIs that showed consistent
patterns of deactivation across the three different models
that coded the encoding phase separately: the left SFG,
which was selectively responsive to increased attentional
demand and the right SMG, which was selectively re-
sponsive to increased WM load. Each ROI comprised a
cuboid with a total volume of 1,000 mm3 each. The time
course averaged across voxels of a ROI was taken as a
reference and the instantaneous influence was computed
for each subject including all conditions. The instantane-
ous influence values for each subject were then entered
into a second-level multisubject analysis with a random
effects model. We compared differences in instantaneous
influence values between the left SFG and the right SMG
based on t-statistics. To correct for multiple comparisons
we performed a cluster-size thresholding [Forman et al.,
1995] that makes use of a Monte Carlo simulation (1,000
iterations). Thus, the difference map was thresholded at P
¼ 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons. The individ-
ual maps were thresholded at P ¼ 0.01, corrected for mul-
tiple comparisons.

TABLE I. Brain regions showing significant deactivations

in the contrasts for encoding

Brain region BA x y z

WM-selective
R anterior cingulate 42 6 41 7
L medial FG 10 �7 54 13
R medial FG 9 4 47 29
R IFG 46 45 39 3
L STG 38 �43 12 �18
R MTG 22 66 �31 4
R SMG 40 51 �54 34
R precuneus 31 7 �50 30
R posterior cingulate 31 12 �43 35

Attention-selective
L anterior cingulate 24 �8 32 �3
L medial FG 6 �4 �18 48
R medial FG 9 5 37 31
L paracentral lobule 31 �5 �30 47
R paracentral lobule 6 8 �24 46
L SFG 9 �8 50 36
L IFG 47 �37 29 �6
R insula 13 50 �33 18
L STG 42 �58 �27 14
R STG 22 51 �10 9
L MTG 21 �58 �18 �7
L angular gyrus 39 �41 �65 36
L globus pallidus �16 �10 �7
R globus pallidus 25 �12 �7

Common deactivation
R PrcS 4 52 �4 16
L insula 13 �36 �15 19
R insula 13 45 �13 17
L STG 22 �52 �15 7
L MTG 39 �47 �62 27
R IPL 40 55 �30 23
L precuneus 31 �11 �43 35
L posterior cingulate 31 �9 �43 36

Interaction

R anterior cingulate 32 5 38 13
R medial FG 9 5 53 21
L insula 13 �43 �8 �5
L STG 22 �56 �33 8
L precuneus 31 �7 �50 30
L posterior cingulate 31 �12 �55 22

Significant contrasts (whole brain random-effects analysis; q(FDR)
< 0.05) for the late encoding predictor (4–6 s) are shown. WM-
selective ¼ regions showing an effect of WM load only (load 3 vs.
load 1, t ¼ 2.20); Attention-selective ¼ regions showing an effect
of attentional demand only (DS vs. ES, t ¼ 2.25); Common deacti-
vation ¼ regions showing an effect of WM load and attentional
demand; Interaction: load 3 vs. load 1 � DS vs. ES (t ¼ 2.15).
Talairach coordinates [x, y, z (in millimeters)] of the activation
maxima are shown. BA ¼ Brodmann Area; FG ¼ frontal gyrus;
IFG ¼ inferior frontal gyrus; IPL ¼ inferior parietal lobule; MTG
¼ middle temporal gyrus; PrcS ¼ precentral sulcus; SFG ¼ supe-
rior frontal gyrus; SMG ¼ supramarginal gyrus; STG ¼ superior
temporal gyrus.
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RESULTS

Common and Selective Patterns of BOLD

Deactivation for Visual Attention and

WM Encoding

During late encoding (4–6 s after stimulus onset) BOLD
activity decreased in comparison to baseline activity in
several areas that belong to the DMN (see Fig. 2), bilater-
ally in the medial parietal cortex (PCC, precuneus), the lat-
eral parietal cortex (angular gyrus, SMG), and the
anterolateral temporal cortex including the posterior end
of the Sylvian fissure and the superior and middle tempo-
ral gyri. Deactivated regions in the frontal cortex included
the medial frontal gyrus, the ACC, and parts of the lateral
superior frontal and inferior frontal gyri. In contrast,
increases in BOLD activity were found at lateral fronto-pa-
rietal sites [Mayer et al., 2007b] that largely conform to
those reported in earlier studies on WM and attention
[Corbetta et al., 2002; Linden et al., 2003; Munk et al., 2002;
Pessoa and Ungerleider, 2004; Pollmann and von Cramon,
2000].

To test the default mode theory we first compared com-
mon and selective patterns of BOLD deactivation in
response to the demands on visual attention and WM dur-
ing late encoding (4–6 s after stimulus onset). As shown in
Figure 3, a subset of the task-induced deactivations was
modulated by the demands on attention, WM load, or
both. Regions that showed stronger deactivations for both
DS compared to ES conditions and for WM Load 3 com-
pared to Load 1 included the left PCC and precuneus, the
left superior and middle temporal gyri, and bilateral insula
extending into the caudal ends of the precentral and post-

central gyri. Time course analyses of these regions indi-
cated that the BOLD response additively decreased from
baseline as a consequence of an increase in the demands
on WM encoding and attention. Thus, the BOLD response
decreased from WM Load 1 to WM Load 3 and from ES
to DS, with the strongest decrease in Load 3/DS, the con-
dition with high demands on both attention and WM (Fig.
3, green, Table I). The additivity of the effects of WM load
and search difficulty was supported by the lack of a signif-
icant interaction between the two factors in most of these
overlap regions. A significant interaction effect between
WM load and search difficulty emerged only in the left
posterior parietal cortex (precuneus, PCC).

Areas suppressed by high attentional demand but not
WM load were found in the left lateral PFC (superior and
inferior frontal gyri) and bilaterally in the medial frontal
cortex (medial frontal gyrus, ACC, paracentral lobule). Pos-
terior regions included the left middle and bilateral supe-
rior temporal gyri, the left angular gyrus, and posterior
parts of the right insula. Amongst the subcortical regions,
the globus pallidus was suppressed bilaterally. These
regions showed stronger BOLD deactivation in the DS vs.
the ES irrespective of WM load (Fig. 3, yellow, Table I).

In contrast, regions that were suppressed by high WM
load but not attentional demand appeared mainly in the
right hemisphere and included the medial-parietal cortex
(PCC, precuneus), the SMG, and temporal regions. Frontal
regions included the anterior medial frontal gyrus bilater-
ally, the right ACC, and the right inferior frontal gyrus.
BOLD deactivation in these regions increased to the same
degree from WM Load 1 to Load 3, irrespective of search
difficulty (Fig. 3, blue, Table I). Overall, deactivation in

Figure 2.

Activations (red) and deactivations (blue) compared to the base-

line revealed by the late encoding predictors (4–6 s after stimu-

lus onset). Group data are projected on the flattened surface

reconstruction of the MNI template brain (courtesy of the Mon-

treal Neurological Institute). Activations and deactivations are

those exceeding a whole-brain false discovery rate threshold of

q(FDR) < 0.05. (LH: left hemisphere, RH: right hemisphere).

CiS: cingulate sulcus, IFS: inferior frontal sulcus, IPS: inferior pa-

rietal sulcus, LS: lateral sulcus, MOG: middle occipital gyrus,

OTS: occipito-temporal sulcus, PPC: posterior parietal cortex,

RS: rolandic sulcus, SFS: superior frontal sulcus.
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response to attentional demand appeared to be stronger in
the left, and to WM load in the right hemisphere. When
modeling BOLD activity in each experimental condition
across the whole encoding phase (0–8 s after stimulus
onset, Models nos. 1 and 2), we found highly similar
results. The only difference appeared in the left superior/
middle temporal gyri, a region that was modulated not
only by attentional demand but also WM load in the addi-
tional analyses (Supporting Information Fig. 1B,C). Model-
ing each experimental condition across the whole trial

resulted in a similar WM load effect whereas the attention
effect and the interaction between WM load and atten-
tional demand did not reach significance (Supporting In-
formation Fig. 1D). These findings indicate that in the
present task BOLD deactivation was differentially modu-
lated with respect to the task component (attentional
demand, WM load) and task phase (encoding, delay,
retrieval).

The specificity of regional differences in deactivation
related to WM load and attentional demand was further

Figure 3.

Deactivations in the four experimental conditions during late

encoding (4–6 s). Statistical maps of the contrasts DS vs. ES (yel-

low), WM Load 3 vs. 1 (blue, green: overlap), and the interac-

tion of search difficulty � WM load (red) are shown. Averaged

time courses of the BOLD response are given for selected ROIs

together with the predictors modeling the different task phases.

Deactivations are those exceeding a whole-brain false discovery

rate threshold of q(FDR) < 0.05. DS: difficult search, ES: easy

search, FG: frontal gyrus, MTG: middle temporal gyrus, SMG:

supramarginal gyrus, STG: superior temporal gyrus, green bar:

late encoding predictor.
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tested by contrasting the effects of search difficulty and
WM load. ROI analyses confirmed that deactivation in the
right ACC, medial frontal gyrus, and SMG was stronger in

response to WM load than attentional demand. In contrast,
the effect of attentional demand was found to be signifi-
cantly greater than the effect of WM load in the majority
of regions associated with an effect of attention in the
whole-brain analysis. Importantly, regions of common
deactivation for WM load and attentional demand did not
show significant differences (Table II). These results pro-
vide supporting evidence that the deactivations related to
WM load and attentional demand were indeed to a high
degree spatially distinct.

The specificity of regional differences in deactivation
was also tested within regions of the DMN as defined in
the literature [Shulman et al., 1997] (Table III). A stronger
effect of attentional demand compared to WM load was
found in two left parietal ROIs whereas the opposite effect
with stronger deactivation in response to WM load vs.
attentional demand appeared in the right medial frontal
gyrus. Deactivation in the right angular gyrus was modu-
lated to the same degree by WM load and attentional
demand as indicated by the lack of a significant difference
between the two task components. Additional regions
reported by Shulman et al., [1997] were associated with
patterns of deactivation independent of the specific task
demands (L8/9, L9, L10, M10, M32, L20) with the excep-
tion of four ROIs showing an increase in activation rather
than a decrease (amygdala, L10/47, L lateral 8, L40).
Taken together, these analyses demonstrate a segregation
of areas within the DMN where the amplitude of BOLD
deactivation was not differentially modulated by the spe-
cific task demands and areas that were selectively respon-
sive to either WM load or attentional demand. These
findings indicate that task-induced deactivations in some
but not all default regions depend on the specific charac-
teristics of the attention and WM components of the task.

Functional Connectivity for Attention

and WM Encoding

The task-dependence of deactivation was further investi-
gated by comparing the functional connectivity between
regions selectively responsive to WM load and attention

TABLE II. Results from the contrast

DS1 vs. ES3 during encoding

Brain region BA x y z t P

WM-selective
R anterior cingulate 42 6 41 7 3.27 0.001
R medial FG 9 4 47 29 3.16 0.002
R SMG 40 51 �54 34 2.24 0.025

Attention-selective
L medial FG 6 �4 �18 48 �3.31 0.001
L paracentral lobule 31 �5 �30 47 �3.85 0.000
R paracentral lobule 6 8 �24 46 �2.42 0.015
R insula 13 50 �33 18 �2.24 0.025
L STG 42 �58 �27 14 �2.19 0.029
R STG 22 51 �10 9 �2.32 0.020
L angular gyrus 39 �41 �65 36 �2.17 0.029
L globus pallidus �16 �10 �7 �4.86 0.000
R globus pallidus 25 �12 �7 �3.23 0.001

Common deactivation
R PrcS 4 52 �4 16 �1.51 0.131
L insula 13 �36 �15 19 �1.07 0.283
R insula 13 45 �13 17 �0.89 0.373
L STG 22 �52 �15 7 �1.73 0.082
L MTG 39 �47 �62 27 �1.84 0.066
R IPL 40 55 �30 23 �1.22 0.223
L precuneus 31 �11 �43 35 �1.20 0.230
L posterior cingulate 31 �9 �43 36 �1.79 0.074

The contrast DS1 vs. ES3 was calculated for those regions that
showed a significant effect of attentional demand, WM load or
both in the whole-brain analyses (see Table I). For WM-selective
and attention-selective regions only significant results are shown.
In all other regions the contrast was not significant (all P values
> 0.16). Positive T-values: stronger activation for WM load vs.
attentional demand; negative T-values: stronger activation for
attentional demand vs. WM load. Talairach coordinates [x, y, z (in
millimeters)] are shown. BA ¼ Brodmann Area; FG ¼ frontal
gyrus; IPL ¼ inferior parietal lobule; MTG ¼ middle temporal
gyrus; PrcS ¼ precentral sulcus; SMG ¼ supramarginal gyrus;
STG ¼ superior temporal gyrus.

TABLE III. Default mode regions showing differential activation for attentional demand

and WM load during encoding

Brain region x y z

Attentional
demand WM load

Attentional
demand vs. WM

load

t P t P t P

M 31/7 �5 �49 40 �4.11 0.000 �0.46 0.65 �2.57 0.01
L 39/19 �45 �67 36 �4.38 0.000 �0.77 0.44 �2.54 0.01
R 8/9 5 49 36 0.21 0.84 �3.26 0.001 2.45 0.01
R 40 45 �57 34 �2.71 0.01 �2.89 0.004 0.13 0.90

ROIs were based on the coordinates reported by Shulman et al. [1997]. Results are shown only for those ROIs where significant con-
trasts for the late encoding predictor (4–6 s) were found (all other P-values > 0.10). Attentional demand: (DS1 þ DS3) – (ES1 þ ES3);
WM load: (ES3 þ DS3) – (ES1 þ DS1); Attentional demand vs. WM load: DS1 vs. ES3.
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and other parts of the brain. Based on the multisubject
GLM two ROIs were defined as reference regions: the
right SMG (deactivated for WM load) and the left SFG
(deactivated for attention). The instantaneous influence
between these reference regions and other parts of the
brain and the difference map are shown in Figure 4. Two
observations are of particular importance to the present
investigation. First, strong instantaneous influence appears
for both reference regions and other frontal and posterior
cortical regions with task-induced deactivation (Fig. 4A,B).
Second, the comparison of the instantaneous influence for
the left SFG and the right SMG indicates quite distinct pat-
terns of brain connectivity with a frontal-posterior gradient
for left SFG and right SMG, respectively. The left inferior
frontal gyrus and right medial frontal gyrus showed sig-
nificantly stronger functional connectivity with the left
SFG than the right SMG (Fig. 4C, yellow). Conversely,
regions bilateral in the medial parietal cortex (PCC, precu-
neus, right cuneus), the lateral temporo-parietal cortex
(angular gyrus, IPL, right MTG), and the right dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex (middle and superior frontal gyri)
showed significantly stronger functional connectivity with
the right SMG than the left SFG (Fig. 4C, blue). These anal-
yses thus demonstrate temporal coherence of BOLD deac-
tivation across brain regions during task execution with
task-specific patterns for visual attention and WM.

BOLD Activation and Deactivation for Visual

Attention and WM Encoding

Comparing the patterns of BOLD activation and deacti-
vation in response to increased demands on attention and
WM encoding, we found complementary modulating
effects of task demand. Notably, the increase in task-
induced BOLD deactivation mirrored the observed
increases in BOLD activation associated with increased
search difficulty and/or WM load, but with smaller ampli-
tudes for deactivations than activations [Fig. 5, see also
Mayer et al., 2007b]. Time-course analyses indicated that
such complementary effects were not restricted to the
encoding phase but also appeared during the delay phase
and WM retrieval with higher BOLD activation and deacti-
vation for WM Load 3 vs. 1. Interestingly, regions associ-
ated with an increase in the magnitude of BOLD
deactivation in response to WM load and attentional
demand did not necessarily appear adjacent to those
regions that showed a complementary increase in BOLD
activation but were distributed across the brain.

DISCUSSION

The repeated observation of task-induced deactivations
in the medial prefrontal, the medial posterior parietal, and
the lateral temporo-parietal cortices across a wide range of
cognitive tasks [Binder et al., 1999; Mazoyer et al., 2001;
Shulman et al., 1997] has led to the hypothesis of a default
mode of brain function that is suspended during goal-

directed behavior [Gusnard and Raichle, 2001; Raichle
et al., 2001]. In the current study, we tested this hypothesis
by comparing common and selective patterns of BOLD
deactivation in response to the demands on visual atten-
tion and WM encoding that were independently modu-
lated within one task. The analysis of task-induced
deactivation revealed three important findings. First, dur-
ing the encoding phase of the task areas that typically
belong to the DMN were deactivated, and this deactiva-
tion was modulated by task demand. Second, the patterns
of deactivation in response to attentional demand and
WM load overlapped in distributed regions but also
showed a considerable degree of selectivity. Third, deacti-
vated regions were functionally connected with task-
specific patterns for visual attention and WM.

Deactivations Dissociate Between Visual

Attention and WM Encoding

Common patterns of deactivation reflecting an additive
increase in deactivation under conditions of joint demand
on both processes were localized only in the left posterior
cingulate gyrus and precuneus, the left temporal lobe, and
bilateral insula extending into the caudal ends of the pre-
central and postcentral gyri. This finding is consistent with
previous studies that used separate tasks and showed that
the magnitude of deactivation in similar regions of the
DMN is sensitive to the difficulty level of both attention
and WM tasks [McKiernan et al., 2003, 2006; Todd et al.,
2005; Tomasi et al., 2007]. Thus, task-induced deactivations
in these overlap regions occurred independent of the spe-
cific task component, which is consistent with the default
mode theory. However, the regions of overlap were rather
small. Similarly, previous studies demonstrated only a
small degree of overlap when comparing deactivation pat-
terns in response to increased attentional demand and WM
load [McKiernan et al., 2003, 2006; Tomasi et al., 2007]. For
instance, McKiernan et al. [2003, 2006] modulated the
demands on target detection, target discrimination, and
WM within three separate auditory tasks, and found a
common effect of task difficulty only in the left ACC/SFG.
In addition, a meta-analysis comparing five different cogni-
tively demanding tasks to resting baselines revealed com-
mon increases for rest versus tasks only in dorso-medial
prefrontal regions [Wicker et al., 2003]. Finally, the finding
by Tomasi et al. [2007] that some default mode regions acti-
vated during the visual attention task but deactivated dur-
ing the WM task also challenges the generality of task-
independent deactivations. The small degree of overlap
observed in the present study should not be due to a lack
of sensitivity of the task manipulations because several
other regions within the DMN showed significantly stron-
ger deactivation for either high vs. low attentional demand
(the left lateral and medial PFC, the left lateral temporal
cortex) or WM load (the right medial-parietal and lateral
temporo-parietal cortex, the right lateral and medial PFC).
This selectivity in location strongly suggests that these
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Figure 4.

Functional connectivity maps. (A) Instantaneous influence

between parts of the brain and right SMG, P < 0.01, corrected.

(B) Instantaneous influence between parts of the brain and left

SFG, P < 0.01, corrected. (C) Difference maps for instantaneous

influence between parts of the brain and left SFG vs. right SMG,

P < 0.05, corrected. Yellow indicates regions showing stronger

functional connectivity with the left SFG vs. right SMG. Blue

indicates regions showing stronger functional connectivity with

the right SMG vs. left SFG. The two reference regions are

shown in the transversal slices.
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decreases in activation depend on the characteristics of the
attention and WM task components, a finding that is not
explained by the default mode theory. Task-dependent
decreases have been most often found in sensory cortices
associated with different task modalities. Thus, deactiva-
tion of the visual cortices occurs during auditory stimula-
tion whereas auditory cortices are deactivated during
visual stimulation [Amedi et al., 2005; Laurienti et al., 2002;
Lewis et al., 2000; McKiernan, 2003, 2006]. The present
study demonstrates that task-dependent deactivations are
not restricted to the sensory cortex but can also occur
within the set of brain regions commonly associated with

the default mode of brain function [Gusnard and Raichle,
2001; Raichle et al., 2001]. Therefore, we suggest that the
classical DMN does not represent a functionally homoge-
neous state. Rather, the present findings illustrate that
parts of this network are functionally fractionated with dif-
ferent contributions to visual attention and WM.

Functional Connectivity Dissociates Between

Visual Attention and WM Encoding

The analysis of functional connectivity has become a
prominent approach in the study of the DMN in the

Figure 5.

Deactivations compared with activations in the four experimental conditions. Averaged time

courses from selected ROIs associated with significant decreases (left panel) or increases (right

panel) from baseline during late encoding (4–6 s) are shown. FG: frontal gyrus, MFG: middle

frontal gyrus, MTG: middle temporal gyrus, PrcS: precentral sulcus, SFG: superior frontal gyrus.
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resting state [Biswal et al., 1995; Fox et al., 2005; Fransson,
2005; Greicius et al., 2003; Laufs et al., 2003]. These studies
have demonstrated that nodes of the DMN are function-
ally connected at rest supporting the notion of a common
function. However, functional connectivity between
regions of the DMN has also been observed during the
execution of a WM task [Hampson et al., 2006]. Thus,
inconsistent with the default mode hypothesis, interactions
between component regions of the default mode do not
necessarily diminish during cognitive performance. Simi-
larly, our GCM analyses revealed strong functional con-
nectivity between regions of task-induced deactivation
during WM encoding. Moreover, we observed differential
patterns of brain connectivity for regions that selectively
deactivated in response to either high attentional demand
or WM load. Our GCM analyses did not aim at defining
the DMN because it is usually described in terms of corre-
lations in spontaneous BOLD activity at rest. Yet it is
worth noting that analyses of resting state functional con-
nectivity also provided evidence for anatomically distinct
networks [Cohen et al., 2008; van de Ven et al., 2004].
Although the comparability of different measures of func-
tional connectivity is limited—for instance, GCM does not
consider specific frequencies of the signal fluctuations—the
GCM results substantially support the finding of task-spec-
ificity by showing temporal coherence of task-specific
deactivation patterns in different regions. These findings
again point to a functional fractionation of the DMN.

Interpreting Task-Specific Deactivations

It has been suggested that task-induced deactivation
reflects the reallocation of cognitive resources from task-
irrelevant processes that occur during the conscious rest-
ing state to task-relevant processes required during the
execution of an active task [Gusnard and Raichle, 2001;
Shulman et al., 1997]. Consistent with this notion, the mag-
nitude of task-induced deactivation increases with
increased task difficulty [McKiernan et al., 2003, 2006;
Singh and Fawcett, 2008; Todd et al., 2005; Tomasi et al.,
2007]. However, if task-irrelevant mental processes com-
pete with task processes for cognitive resources and thus
result in suppression of a common network under condi-
tions of increased cognitive demand, we would expect an
additive increase in BOLD deactivation under simultane-
ous attention and WM demands with the highest increase
in the most demanding condition (DS/Load 3) within the
set of deactivated regions. In contrast, our results revealed
a considerable degree of selectivity in the patterns of deac-
tivation in response to high attentional demand and WM
load. Thus, it does not appear that all task-induced deacti-
vations result from the competition for general processing
resources required during an active task and during pas-
sive internal processing. This only seems to be the case for
the subset of DMN areas that showed nontask selective
suppression (the green areas in Fig. 3, common activation

in Table I), which we may tentatively term the ‘‘core
DMN.’’

The alternative explanation, and the one favored by us,
would be that at least some of the task-dependent deacti-
vations of the extended DMN reflect cognitive processes
necessary for successful performance of the task at hand.
For instance, deactivations in the right SMG have been
associated with a filtering mechanism that operates during
both active tasks and resting states and aids WM [Shul-
man et al., 2007; Todd et al., 2005]. Moreover, the finding
that performance in a WM task is positively correlated to
functional connectivity in the DMN during task execution
[Hampson et al., 2006] strongly supports the hypothesis of
functional significance of task-induced deactivations. In
the present study deactivation-behavior relationships were
not assessed due to the lack of a direct behavioral indica-
tor of the process of WM encoding. Although the present
study succeeds in demonstrating that task-induced deacti-
vations are largely dependent on the characteristics of the
task at hand, future research is needed to determine their
functional importance and elucidate the specific processes
that may facilitate cognitive performance during attention
and WM tasks.

Finally, the physiological mechanisms underpinning
task-induced BOLD deactivation are still unclear, thus
leaving possible explanations in terms of cognitive proc-
essing rather speculative. One hypothesis for task-specific
deactivations proposes a blood-stealing effect [Devor et al.,
2005; Harel et al., 2002], i.e. the local shunting of cerebral
blood flow to areas that are active during the attention
and WM components of the task from adjacent areas.
However, in the present study deactivation was observed
at great distance and across different vascular distributions
from the activated brain regions. For instance, activations
in response to attentional demand appeared to be stronger
in the right and to WM load in the left hemisphere. In con-
trast, deactivation in response to attentional demand
appeared to be stronger in the left and to WM load in the
right hemisphere. Thus, although a hemodynamic compo-
nent cannot be completely ruled out, an explanation of the
noted deactivation in terms of neural processing seems
likely. Evidence for a neuronal origin of the negative
BOLD signal implying a decrease in the firing patterns
and synaptic activity of neurons has been provided at least
for the visual cortex [Pasley et al., 2007; Shmuel et al.,
2002, 2006]. Based on the similarities in the time courses of
the positive and negative BOLD responses, e.g. an increase
in the amplitude of both responses with increasing stimu-
lus contrast, these studies also suggest a tight coupling
between task-induced activations and deactivations in
neighboring regions. This coupling might well explain the
present finding that the time course of the BOLD deactiva-
tion in response to search difficulty and/or WM mirrored
qualitatively that of the BOLD activation in distributed
regions across the brain. Overall, the amplitude of the neg-
ative BOLD responses was considerably smaller than that
of the positive BOLD responses, a finding that is consistent
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with previous reports [Shmuel et al., 2002, 2006]. Based on
the coupling of positive and negative BOLD responses it
has been suggested that lateral suppression from the acti-
vated regions possibly mediated by inhibitory local or
long-range feedback connections from higher visual areas
[Angelucci et al., 2002; Shmuel et al., 2002] might account
for the reduction in neuronal activity. Furthermore, a
reduction in the afferent input from the lateral geniculate
nucleus or higher visual areas to the deactivated regions
has been discussed [Shmuel et al., 2002]. In the somatosen-
sory system, negative BOLD has been related to the active
inhibition of somatosensory cortex by feedforward connec-
tions that are triggered by thalamocortcial input [Blanken-
burg et al., 2003]. Along these lines, it is interesting to note
that long-range inhibitory interactions might well exist as
there is evidence for suppressive influences that operate
between remote but interconnected areas of the human
brain even across hemispheres [Ruff et al., 2006, 2008; Sack
et al., 2005]. Therefore, a reasonable explanation for the
attention- and WM-selective patterns of deactivation
observed in the present study is that they originate from
inhibitory projections from task-relevant activated regions.

CONCLUSION

Although the exact mechanisms that create the robust
deactivation remain to be determined, the finding that
task-induced deactivations in WM and attention tasks rely
on both the demands on cognitive processing and the
characteristics of the specific task illustrates that task-
induced deactivation may carry important information
that should not be neglected when studying brain function
with fMRI. Future studies need to consider differences in
deactivations across tasks and investigate their relevance
for individual task performance. We would predict that
they will replicate the present finding of a task-general
‘‘core’’ DMN, comprising amongst other areas the poste-
rior cingulate and insula bilaterally, and task-specific deac-
tivations in an extended network that varies with the task
at hand.
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